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When I said the words in my virtual presentation, “Digital
Development Officer” the chat box lit up. Fundraisers took
offense to the new title that has been adopted since the
pandemic began. I paused my presentation to get real-time
feedback. 

Why was that title so offensive? The response was that gift
officers believe that they are good at developing
relationships. Reducing it to an automated, digital
relationship degrades it. 

I explained that many of us had been communicating
digitally even before the pandemic. We sent emails to
arrange meetings. We left a voice mail and may have even
responded to a photo of their family on social media posts.
Many donors have been to our nonprofit’s website and even
watched a video that we produced. All of those are digital
formats that we have been using. 

What has changed is that we have added virtual meetings
into the digital mix. We are also using artificial intelligence to
help us connect more deeply with donors. We learn more
about them so that we can connect on the level that
resonates with them.
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I have been told by some fundraisers that meeting with their
donors virtually has made their job easier. In resort
communities, donors are only in town for a part of the year.
While in their second home, they want to connect with their
friends. 

Their social calendar is packed full of coffee, lunch, and
happy hour dates. When fundraisers are trying to get on
their schedule, it can be difficult to find a time to meet. By
arranging virtual meetings there are even more
opportunities to visit with our donors, however, there is also
the good, the bad, and the ugly. 

If you have been binge-watching movies, maybe you have
seen a golden oldie like The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.

Introduction, continued 
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Chapter 1:

Digital Fundraising Has
Changed Nonprofits: The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly
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In the mid-1960s, historical epics, films set in ancient times,
were no longer attracting audiences. The director of The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, Sergio Leone, did something
different. He developed a sub-genre that came to be known
as the “Spaghetti Western” and was criticized for his style.
He cast people who looked normal. They looked like you
and me instead of Hollywood-looking actors. They sweated,
looked scruffy, and needed a shave.

Despite the critics, the movie was a financial success,
grossing over $25 million at the box office. The movie is
credited with catapulting Clint Eastwood into stardom.
Sergio redefined the typical vision of the American Cowboy
even though he’d never been to America and did not even
speak English.
If Sergio could do that, we can figure out how to make
needed changes to our fundraising, right? I know I’ve had
my share of pity parties of what would’ve, should’ve,
could’ve been done. You could probably create a list of your
own. But, like me, you figured out how to adapt. I compiled
a list of the good, the bad, and the ugly of digital
fundraising. Here are mine (and maybe yours too):
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Zoom-itis was coined because we were video conferencing
hour after hour after hour. We were bleary-eyed as we
stared at the squares on the computer screen.
Stir-crazy-itis occurred when we were locked in our houses.
We longed for the day we could meet in person with
donors. Then when we could meet with them, they’d gotten
accustomed to meeting online and didn’t want to meet
with us.
Really Ugly-itis I’ll speak for myself and say more than once I
hadn’t put my make-up on, combed my hair, or brushed my
teeth before realizing it was a video call and that I needed to
have my camera turned on. Sergio Leone did this with his
characters in the movie that made them more real.
Time warp-itis happened when I mistakenly got the time
zone wrong for the meeting because I switched their time
zone for mine.
Mute-itis caused my suffering more than once when I said
something profound . . . and had not unmuted myself.

Being pushed out of my comfort zone to try new ways to
raise money.
Getting more comfortable with digital technology that I
may have been avoiding.
Trying an online auction, virtual event, or even a hybrid
event.

The Bad and The Ugly:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Good:

1.

2.

3.
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Virtual Film Festival—Eagle River Watershed normally
held an event in person but moved it to a virtual event.
They were able to reach a larger audience and raised
more money. Now, they will continue to have a virtual
option to include potential donors throughout the
country.

Variety Talent Show—The Star Dancing Gala had been
held for 10 years with 100’s of people attending in an
indoor venue. After the pandemic, they changed it into a
variety show with local talent in an amphitheater. The
local talent on stage drew fellow locals to take part in the
fundraising auction.

Those of us who work in nonprofits are a hardy bunch of
people who are flexible and adaptable to our environment.
We have similarities to the director, Sergio. He was
successful because he knew the old way was no longer
working and tried a new idea.

So, what does that mean for digital fundraising and virtual
auctions? We need to find a way, just like Sergio did, to do it
differently.

Here are some ideas that worked recently for nonprofits who
stepped out of their comfort zone to try something different:
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Picnic Basket Fundraiser—Instead of a huge event, the
Eagle Valley Land Trust put together picnic baskets with
everything that was needed for a gourmet dinner for
their fundraiser and each person enjoyed their food in
their favorite location.

A Turnkey Virtual Auction— ZGIVE offers nonprofits a
ready-to-go auction that makes it easy to have an
auction event. They do 90% of the work for you!

Sergio Leone was a pioneer who is remembered today as an
icon in filmmaking because he was willing to take a risk and
try a new way. We can do that with fundraising, too.

Another idea that can be applied to fundraising is doing it
the Ronco Way.

Digital Fundraising Has Changed Nonprofits: The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly, continued...
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When I ask for money, my goal is not to ask a donor for
money. I hear your collective gasp. You may be thinking,
“Wait a minute Robin, you are a fundraiser. Your job is to
ask for money, correct?”
Yes, technically that is my job. But I like to challenge
myself with these steps:
I want to learn as much about the donor or potential
donor as I can.

“But wait! There’s more!”

That legendary line was coined by Ron Popeil an inventor
and salesman in the 1950’s. He pioneered infomercials for his
company, Ronco. He sold millions of dollars of his inventions
like the Chop-O-matic, Egg Scrambler, Pocket Fisherman,
etc. His claim to fame was that he made sure that every
doubt in the customer’s mind was wiped away.

Isn’t that what those of us who are fundraisers want to do?
We want to engage our donors and have them so enthralled
that they don’t have any doubt that the money they give us
will be used to further the mission of the nonprofit. 

“But wait! There’s more!”

Chapter 2:

Fundraising the Ronco Way
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When I meet with them, I give them an overview of what is
new and exciting that is happening at the nonprofit that is
attributable to our generous donors, like them. I pause.
Which sometimes feels like hours but is only seconds.

If I’ve listened attentively to what they are interested in and
explained what we are doing that encompasses what they
are passionate about, they’ll ask the magic question. “How
can I help?”

That’s my cue to tell them how much money we need to
raise for this program, capital campaign or project. I say, “We
need four—$50,000 donors, ten—$10,000 donors, etc. Many
times, I have heard them say, “I can’t give you $50,000, but I
can give you $10,000.”

Fundraisers have conflicting beliefs about asking for an
exact dollar amount. I think that it depends. More times than
not, when I ask for an exact amount, I find out later that the
donor was prepared to give us a larger gift.

I found a potential donor who had just bought a house in
the area. In my research, I uncovered that she had
established a foundation for children. I cold-called the phone
number that I found. Surprisingly, she answered her cell
phone and told me to send the information to her. Following
up, I had no response from her with each of my attempts to
verify that she received the information.

Fundraising The Ronco Way, continued
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About four months later, she called and said she was in town
and wanted to give us a gift. Since she had never given to us
before, I was prepared to ask her for $10,000 which was a
similar size gift that she had given to other organizations
and was a typical first-time gift for our donors.

She asked me to tell her about what we were doing that was
unique in performing arts. She said that programs to provide
children with access to the performing arts were interesting
to her. 

Then she asked, “What do you need to make that program
the gold standard?” I said, “$100,000 to get it started.” She
asked, “Would you also be willing to give scholarships to kids
who can’t afford to pay the fee to participate in the
program? If so, I’ll give you $115,000.”

If I had asked for a pre-determined amount of $10,000, she
wouldn’t have felt like she was having the huge impact that
she wanted. If I hadn’t used the Ronco method and been
prepared with the, “But wait! There’s more!” we would have
received a much smaller gift.

Here are some tips of how you can apply the “But wait!
There’s more!” to your fundraising:

Fundraising The Ronco Way, continued
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Case Statement—Write your organization’s case statement.
Not just one or two pages, but closer to 17 pages with
photos and text that tells the story of your case for support.
Leave no doubt in the donor’s mind that you will be true to
your mission and a good steward of their gift.
Research—Do your research before meeting with the donor
or potential donor so that your stories, antidotes, and
nonprofit’s direction will resonate with them, and they will
want more!
Pause—Use the power of the pause. When you say what
your organization needs, pause, and wait for them to fill in
the conversational space, not you.
Engage—Engage new potential donors with a fun auction
like READY-AUCTION™ offered by ZGIVE which is fun and
interactive. What a great introduction for the donor to your
organization with something fun.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Just like you, sometimes I need to ask for money because not
every person will ask me the magic question. But putting
myself in the frame of mind that if I do my job of stating the
case for support, helps me stay focused on conveying the
mission of the organization through our important programs
and projects.

Have fun with, “But wait! There’s more!” and see if you can
stimulate productive conversation with your donors. You can
have even more fun with digital fundraising when you make a
game out of it.

Fundraising The Ronco Way, continued
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“You simply must walk through the shopping mall. There are
so many things that you will see that you didn’t even know
you needed!” That legendary saying by my father-in-law will
live in infamy in our family. For those of us who aren’t lookie-
loos, this probably sounds odd. It did to me. Until . . .

When the world changed in 2020, even if you didn’t like to
shop when you were told that we couldn’t go buy things at a
store and were told to stay at home—that’s when it got real
for a lot of us. What luxuries did we enjoy that we couldn’t
have now? What things—that we didn’t even like—did we
now long for?

According to JP Morgan, vitamins, household cleaners, toilet
paper, hand sanitizer, hair color, and coffee sales soared.
What didn’t sell were cosmetics and sun care products
because people didn’t put on makeup or take vacation trips.

We tried to find ways to keep ourselves and our families
occupied. Many of us started working jigsaw puzzles, playing
board games, and watching streaming movies. 

Chapter 3

Using Gamification in Your
Fundraising
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Quiz—Create a quiz or a comedy scene and fill in funny
answers. Give a prize of a $5 coffee gift card or online store
gift certificate. Be sure to collect their contact information.
In addition to being a fundraiser, this may be a way to
engage new donors.
Bingo—You may have heard of Purse Bingo where
designer purses are auctioned off. But instead of the
“prize” of a purse, use high-end jewelry with ZGIVE’s
turnkey auction. 

When my checkbook started looking anemic, I realized this
game was about to come to an end and I needed a less
expensive way to play.

That’s when I realized that there were lots of webinars being
offered all over the country and many of them for free. I could
learn how to paint, go on an archeological dig, play bingo,
participate in a scavenger hunt, or even take part in a live
auction and have fun bidding against other people.

Similarly, for nonprofits, online gamification became a new
way to engage donors. It didn’t have to have winners or losers,
but just to have fun. When nonprofits started holding virtual
events and their auctions started raising more money than in-
person, I realized the power of this fun way to engage people.

Put gamification into your digital fundraising and do fewer
in-person events. Try this:

Using Gamification in Your Fundraising, continued...
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Bingo, cont.- People get attached to certain pieces of jewelry
that they can’t wait to bid again when they receive
notification that they were outbid. This creates a game as it
raises money for your nonprofit. It is simple. ZGIVE does
everything for you. All you bring is your donors.

Pull—The pull concept requires the donor to give a
minimum donation to receive an item. 

Unlike the typical pull event where the value of the items
will vary, ZGIVE's approach ensures that each donor will
receive a fantastic item for their donation and all items in
the pull are valued at the same quality and price. Each
pull will feature a small collection of items, ensuring that
every donor gets a beautiful gift, however, there is a bit of
mystery and surprise as to which one they will receive.

These are just a few fun games so that your donors experience
something new and different and your nonprofit raise money in
the process. Let’s all find a way to help engage our donors in the
fun that our nonprofit offers and energize them to become
advocates and super fans!

Gamification can add fun to fundraising. But recently some
nonprofits have told me there is one huge elephant in the room
causing some angst among fundraisers. It is something that
nonprofits are uncertain about how to share with their donors.

Using Gamification in Your Fundraising, continued...
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Your nonprofit colleagues know about it. The board of
directors; they are in the know AND WE obviously know. 
The secret: It is the generous amount of fundraising dollars
you’ve brought in during the pandemic!

Over the last several months, a recurring question has been
asked both in-person and virtually. People look around to
see if anyone is listening and say, almost in a whisper, “We
raised more money last year than in the history of our
nonprofit. Now, we have reserves. How do we raise money if
our donors don’t think we need their donation?”

The answer is in your Case Statement and you can address
this candidly. What are you able to do with the reserves that
you were unable to do before that is still within your
mission? Be transparent. Tell the donor that you are so
fortunate that you have such generous donors, like them,
which enables you to add a new program this year. 

A quagmire that some nonprofits get into is when they use
the reserves to give everyone a raise. Whoops! That may not
be sustainable because now they must raise money to cover
that every year into the future. 

Chapter 4:

Divulging a Secret That You
May Want to Tell Your Donors
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STEM Summer Camp was added by Vail Christian High
School for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) for grade school and middle school students. 
Scholarships for people to participate in an art program.
Walking Mountains Science Center installed outside
billboards of large photos taken by Eagle Valley Wild, a
nonprofit. They were showcased as free, no-cost photos
available for nonprofits to use to support their cause.

Some nonprofits hired a new employee. Once again, unless
that is a fundraising position (income-producing), the
nonprofit must raise more money to cover it.
Successful organizations have added to an already existing
program. For instance: 

Although these programs may not generate more income,
donors can see that you are good stewards of their money.
They may be more willing to help the programs continue,
especially if you tell them the impact it has on the people
you serve.

You may determine that you would like to continue having a
reserve in future years. To help preserve it, ZGIVE has some
great options to help you raise money without having an in-
person event. 

zgive.com Page 1
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To help preserve it, ZGIVE has some great options to help
you raise money without having an in-person event. They’ve
already done the work for you by finding the auction items,
writing the text for the emails and social media graphics.
ZGIVE even ships the items to the successful bidder.

Your nonprofit’s good fortune to have a reserve doesn’t have
to be kept a secret! It can be a huge asset to help you raise
more money and even expand some of your programs.

Now that you know what to tell your donors about your
fundraising success, how do you break through the noise of
the overload they have from their voice mails, emails, social
media, virtual meetings, and in-person meetings? 

There are some creative ways to get their attention.
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Chapter 5:

Getting Your Donors’ Attention
with These Surefire Ways

To err is human, to forgive, divine.

The email went out to my potential clients that I had been
marketing for the past six months. I had read and re-read
the email to be sure it was accurate, clear, and concise.

Have you ever hit the “send” button and immediately wished
that you could un-send it? Well, this email was one of those
—to countless people! My heart sank with the feeling that
my hard work had just gone down the drain and into the
dreaded email dungeon.

What did I do that was so egregious? 

I had been testing using mail merge on emails. I was quite
proficient at it with Microsoft Word. I uploaded a list of
people’s names and email addresses and thought I hit “test”.
Only there was no such choice as “test”. Instead, it went to
everyone on my email list and looked like this:
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Dear “Sir/Madame” (Insert name here),

The world’s worst spam begins just like that and if you are
like me, you DELETE. I had been trying to demonstrate that I
was competent, skilled and someone they would want to
work with. Now, I imagine they felt like I was spamming
them!

After I regained my composure, I wrote a new email that
said, “To err is human, to forgive is divine. I have forgiven my
computer for the last email that it sent to you.”

I immediately received two emails saying that they loved the
humor and wanted to work with me. I booked both as new
clients. Amazingly, I didn’t get any nastygrams for my email
faux pas!

That was a lesson to me. What I thought was a disaster (and
could have been in some people’s eyes), I was able to turn
around with a little humor. They laughed at my email and
felt connected to me.

How could we use a similar idea to help our donors and
potential donors smile and feel like they want to connect
with us?

Getting Your Donors’ Attention with These Surefire Ways,
continued...
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1. Photos—if you have been trying to connect with a donor
and haven’t heard back, send them an unusual photo. For
instance, there is a huge piece of machinery that was
uncovered when contractors were excavating for a new
building near my house. Their curiosity will get the best of
them, and they will remember you and possibly contact you.

2. Funny story—Do you have a funny story—that you tell your
friends—about something that happened to you? If it is
appropriate, share it with your potential donors. It will help
them connect with you on a personal level. Then it will be so
much easier to talk about your nonprofit because they now
have a deeper relationship with you.

3. Send them something in the mail—Dr. Marie Kaye, a
neuroscientist, said that when someone receives a physical
gift from us, that oxytocin levels will rise. Oxytocin is a
chemical that is released in our brain and linked to increased
levels of social interaction, well-being, and anti-stress effects.
It is especially powerful when they are meeting you for the
first time. They will connect with you on a “new”-urological
(pardon the pun) level. 

4. Virtual silent auction—ZGIVE has created a turnkey virtual
auction that is ready to go. They do 90% of the work for you.
You and your donors will Have Fun While Getting it Done!

Getting Your Donors’ Attention with These Surefire Ways,
continued...
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Let’s all make a promise to each other that instead of
sending the same boring newsletter, email, snail-mail letter
or appeal letter, that we will find something fun and
interesting to send. You may discover that it is more
enjoyable for you too when your oxytocin kicks in and you
imagine the other person receiving it.

It worked! You got their attention. Now, how do you take the
next step to have a meaningful conversation?

 

Getting Your Donors’ Attention with These Surefire Ways,
continued...
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Dear Sir/Madame . . . spam
Dear Robin Thompson . . . spam
Hello Dear One . . . are they from another universe?
I just inherited $2 million and want to wire it to you . . . yeah,
right

You’ve probably had emails that start just like that. Not to
mention robocalls! Thankfully, my phone can identify those
calls even before I answer and announces, “Scam likely.”

 Obviously, we know what a meaningful conversation isn’t,
because we are bombarded with them every hour of every
day to the tune of thousands of emails, texts, social media
sales pitches, and on and on.

Does it give you cause to pause and think about how your
messages are being received? What is the difference
between an email you are eager to open or a phone call that
you want to respond to? What makes donor email
communication compelling?

Chapter 6:

Having a Meaningful
Conversation in a Digital World
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Through digital media, we have peered into other’s houses on
their video cameras. We have seen their kids, pets, spouses,
photos on the wall, and many times what is important to
them. Now that the toothpaste is out of the tube, there’s no
way to put it back. That’s good news for experiencing the
feeling of true connection. 

How can we use what we learned to continue developing
relationships for our nonprofit?

As many businesses experienced during the shutdown due to
COVID-19, my business also ground to a halt. To do something
meaningful, for eleven weeks I interviewed nonprofit
professionals who were successful during COVID despite the
circumstances. I asked them what they were doing and what
was working. Many of the people I interviewed said that
fundraisers just needed to pick up the phone and call their
donors. I decided to practice what I had been teaching and do
it for my own business.

I challenged myself to make six meaningful contacts five days
a week for one month for a total of 120 meaningful
conversations. I set rules to hold myself accountable. It could
not be counted unless the other person responded to me in
some way. Whether I am asking for business or raising money,
I cannot treat the phone like it will bite me if I pick it up. I
asked myself what would be relevant and important to them. 

Having a Meaningful Conversation in a Digital World,
continued...
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My crutch to set up coffee, lunch, or drinks was taken away. So,
I had to find something meaningful to talk about that they
would find interesting.

This is what I tell my nonprofit clients and what I employed for
myself:

1. Apply the SW4—“Some will, some won’t, so what, someone’s
waiting,” said Jack Canfield, the well-known author of The
Chicken Soup for the Soul books. He said that some people are
going to say yes, and some are going to say no. So what! Out
there somewhere, someone is waiting for you and your ideas.
You must keep asking until you get a yes.

To me, this just said that not every contact I make will want to
connect with me or will get back to me. That doesn’t mean I
write them off and don’t try again. It just means that at this
time I need to move on to the next one and not lament why
this one doesn’t want to talk to me . . . right now.

Having a Meaningful Conversation in a Digital World,
continued...

2. Step Aside—I tell fundraisers if you have
a reluctance to make the call or send the
email have yourself step aside and have
“your cause” walk through the door. So, I
had to get over “myself”. My cause that
walked in the door is that I help people
who help people.

Digital Fundraising Lessons Learned 

Living Through a Pandemic
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3. Start Your Day—How you start your day is often how the rest
of the day will go. If I start answering emails, that’s probably
most of what I’ll get done during the day. But if I begin my day
with the important thing, making meaningful connections, it
gives me a sense of accomplishment. Regardless of how I felt, I
did it anyway. Even if sometimes it took me most of the day.

4. Run Towards the Roar—On days I just didn’t want to do it,
I’d make a promise to myself: after I made the six meaningful
contacts, I could take a thirty-minute break. I would ride my
bike around the block, read a book, social media surf or just
talk to a friend on the phone. The reward felt so good!

Sam Horn, a popular speaker, and business strategist said,
“People can’t jump on your bandwagon if it’s parked in the
garage.” Prospective donors won’t give your nonprofit money
unless you tell them about your nonprofit. And that happens
with meaningful conversations.

In this all-consuming digital fundraising world, some things
have changed; however, having meaningful conversations
hasn’t changed. Needing to raise money hasn’t changed. It is
still donors giving money for causes they believe in. How we
ask for money hasn’t changed, but the medium that we are
asking for it may have changed. Instead of over a cup of coffee,
it may be on Zoom or the telephone.

Having a Meaningful Conversation in a Digital World,
continued...
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Let’s make a pact to rid the world of spam that we may be
causing and opt for meaningful conversations by finding out
what is important to the donor. Even in this digital world,
there are many ways to have meaningful conversations.

Maybe being a Digital Development Officer is good, not bad
or ugly. What if we looked at this as the evolution of cell
phones? In the beginning, we may have been reluctant to
have one. Then smartphones came out and we worried
about carrying our data in our hands. Most of us today feel
like our cell phones are an extension of our arms. We
couldn’t do without them. 

We may feel the same way about communicating digitally. I
enjoy being on a virtual video call with someone who I would
have just been on the phone in the past. I can see their facial
expression, gestures and I’m able to interpret the subtle
body language. 

If we can get good at doing that with our donors and
establish even a better connection, we may decide that
fundraising digitally is not so bad after all.
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Robin Thompson is a professional fundraising consultant,
trainer, and coach. Robin managed over $17 million in assets as
Executive Director at a university. As Vice President in Vail,
Colorado, Robin, and her staff were responsible for raising over
$10 million annually. She successfully designed and
implemented a $3.9 million Comprehensive Campaign and
closed two debt reduction campaigns, each one raising several
million dollars in less than one year. Robin has built endowments
from less than $100,000 to over $2 million in less than two years. 

She has a fundraising certificate from Indiana University School
of Philanthropy. Her BS degree is from West Virginia University,
and she has a master’s degree from the University of Utah. Her
book that was published at the end of last year is Putting the
Fun in FUNdraising: The Secrets to Raising More Money, Faster
and Easier.

ZGIVE is a visually engaging, easy-to-use, digital auction and
fundraising platform designed for today's nonprofit. Their
mission is to help you simplify fundraising, maximize giving, and
better engage with your donor audience.

ZGIVE has also developed a turnkey virtual auction fundraiser
called READY-AUCTION™. It is so easy! ZGIVE populates risk-free
auction items for you on their subscription-free auction platform,
they write a custom email invite to send out to your donors,
design branded social media graphics, host the auction on their
platform and even mail the items to your winners! All you need
to do is promote and market it to your donor base, on social
media, and in your newsletter. How fun and easy is that?
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“There was almost no effort required. ZGIVE
provided the platform and the auction items.
All we needed to do was promote the auction
to bidders and then just sit back, enjoy and
raise money.” 

Reid Cox, Co-Founder/CFO of iFoster

Schedule a free 
Demo

Client Testimonial

Would you like to learn how ZGIVE
can help you simplify virtual auctions

& digital fundraising?

Visit zgive.com to learn more

With ZGIVE, create your own auction on our easy-to-use platform, or opt-in for
one of our READY-AUCTION™ offerings where we do the work for you!

https://www.zgive.com/post/3-ways-to-upgrade-your-fundraising-strategy
https://calendly.com/kathycollins/zgive-demo
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